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A Random Talk on the Appeararce of Man—made Satellites

~Ax Lingyao

Man—made satellites show a freat variety of their i~~’erer~t arpear ances .

This article tries to investi -ate what are the factors that require such a

variety and how to decide the appearance of a nan—made satellite.

Undoubtedly , peo~le are familiar with the ar’pear.ar ce of airplares. The

appearances of various airerafta , such as fighters , transporters , je t planes

or propelled ones , and subsonic or suppersonic ones , are ~e~~rall~r sm iler

only with difference in details. They are bas1caU~ composed of a stream-

lined body with a p air of stretched wings. ‘~evertheless , people r~a~ not

know that the sh~’oes of man—made satellites are multifarious. They can 1oo~

like a sphere, a cone , a cylinder , a spherical polyhedron or a

poluhedral cylinder. Soma carries hu.~e pieces of flate baords; some shoots

forth slender stiôkes; and some simply has an inconceivably stran~e form

(see Fic~ures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and ‘7) . In short, the ~~riation of the

arpearance of man—made satellites is limitless erd each of the satellites

shows a unique style. Airplanes and man—made satellites are all vehicles

desi~ned to be able to fly in the sky. ~!hy does the ar~earance of the

~‘or~ier show a general sinhlarit y while o~’ the latter one varies fron the

other ? ~iow we would like to bec~in our talk of the essence o~’ the di f” erence

between ~‘eneral aviation and spacefli~’ht from the point o~’ view of the

• 4 “theOI7 a~ con tr adiction ’t . A~C~ $ION for P
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Once Chairman ~ao said, “In any 
norm of rr~vertent, there exists a special

kind of contradiction. This special contradiction constitutes a soecia].

property ~:hich :iistin~uishes one thing from the other.” •‘n airol-~ e can fly

in the dense air , while a man—made satellite can ~l~r in the space where t:~e

ni~ is thin. ~s the specific characteristics of tzese two different  kinds

of fli hts are contrastive , the factors that determine the a~pearanoe of a

fl rin~ vehicle are therefore different.

Aviation — St~ i-~le Ar~ainst Air

The contradiction in aviation is one that exists between an ~irrlnn e

ar.A the air. The action of the air to an airplone is one which can be

di~~ded into two . For an airplane, the air cnn produce lift force to overcome

~:~e effect of ~‘ra~ity so that the airplane can remain in the air without the

dar.-er of fallin~ down. This is the advant~~eous aspect of the action. •~t

aire 1 3oberical Fi~n~re 2 Conic shape
shape

the same time , air c~n produce drag force which prevents the airDlane from

bein~ able to n~’ke speedy fli~ht . This is the •disad1r antar~eous aspect of the

action. In the development of aviation technolor~~, ef”orts ha’te been made in

2
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the improvement of the appearance of airplanes. This is in essence a

sti-w’ple ar~.ainst the air and to try to make use of the advantageous aspect

of its action to overcome the disadvanta~eous aspect , ifl order to utilize

the lift f-’rce to support the weight of an airplane , the aIrplane must have

a pair of win”s stretchint ’ leftward and rightuard. For reducing resistance

• and increasin~’ speed, the body of an airplane must be streeml~.ned. So the

specific appearance of an aircraft is determined by a specifi c kind of

contradiction between an aircraft and the air .

Spaceflight -— Strur~gle Against the Earth Gravity

The contradiction in spaceflight is one that exists between a nan—made

satellite an~ the gravity of the earth. The action of the earth ~ravity to

a m an—made satellite is one which can be divided into two. The earth gravity

is the source of power which can make things able to stay on the surface

of the earth or in the vicinity of the earth. In case that the earth gravity

disappears, no thing will be able to stay on the earth any longer , arid the

atmosphere which the lives depend upon will vanish , too . It is the action of

earth gravity that helps man—made satellites cycle around the earth and not

fly away. But , however , in order not to fall down , a . man—made satellite,

at a certain point , has to become free from the ef ~ect of earth -ravity. 3
otherwise, the satellite simply cannot c o up into space. in this sense , the

earth ~a1r ty ~.s not a1w~ys useful. In developing space techno1oc~y, we must

first of all strus~gle against the earth gravity. On the one hand , we must

make use o~ it , and on the other hand , we have to try to ~et rid of it. The

- •r~:
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success in launching a man- made satellite is the result of utilizing th e

earth ~ravIty as well as disassociatiw” with it. The operation obvious2,y

involves the stages of contradiction, unity and stru -?~le. Then , how can

we 7et rid of the earth gravity?

Speed is the Key Point

Chairman ~ao once said , “In order to obtain freedom from the nature,

reople must try to use natural science to understand the nature , to conquer

it and to reform it. Then we can have freedom from the nature. ” So, in

order to obtain freedom from the earth gravity field , people must try,through

celestial observation and the study of celestial body, to understand the

earth gravity field. Over a long period of scientific or-actices , we have

come to understand that a body on the earth can become a small man—made moon

if it has the first space velocity (cosmic velocity) of ~.9 kilometers per

second ; it can leave the earth and travel among the planets in the solar

s~ stem if it has the second space velocity of 11.2 kilometers per second;

and not only can it :et rid of the earth gravity but can also fly out of the L
solar s ’ste!n and enter into vast space if it has the third space velocity

(s~acef1i -th t velocity) of 16.6 kilometers per second. This obviously rme~ns

that a body can overcome the earth -~ravity ari d have the freedom to fly aronr~ -
•

planets if it has adecuate speed.

Centuries ac~o , people be~~n to have the idea &‘ flying in the space.

Only bec-’use of the lack of strong power that could make a body b~ ire

tremendous velocity, snacefli-~ht rem~ined to be a :oal for contanuous

endeavor. “In the strungle for production and scienti”ic ~ractices, people

4
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— continue to advance a”’ d the nature a:Lso develops inceasingly. So they never

stop at a certain level.” Now , as a result of the development o’~ rocket

technolo-gr, especially the success in manufacturing and launching of multi—

staged rockets, spaceflitht has from an ideal become a realit.r. Carr ier

ro~ :et provides the velocity necessary for man—made satellites arid other

• space vehicles a~d it is a powerful instrument to conquer t~e earth gravity

-
: and a foundation far the development of space undertakings.

Limitations Imposed upon the -t~~earance
of Satellites by Carrier Rocket

.t carrier rocket is usualiy of a slender body, of which the uprer part

is thinner than the lower part. The cowling on the head of the final—stage

roci-:et has only limitedspace, so the maxirmuri size of a man—made satellite,

especially its tra-~s~rerse size, is strictly conditioned by it. In the

earlier days, the carrying capacity of a carrier rocket is relatively small ,

the structural weight of a satellite is therefore required to be ~s small as

perrii’ted, and most of the satellites are of sDherica2. shape. Compared

vith other shapes, under the condition of sane capacity, the surface area

o~’ t’~e shell of a sriherical shaped satellite is the smalles~., the

wei-ht is the li~ -te~ and the withst-andin~ power to the shock, acceleration

and vibration of the main sec ”ion of a carrier rocket is the str-sn~est. In

order to make full use of the l imi t ed  space in the cowling, some satellite

is made in a conic shape sLmilar to the cowling, and in some cases, the

col~~n~ is directly used as the shell of a satellite. ~3ut, because it often

ccn~radicts with the research reauirements, structural desirn, attitude )
— control and the installation of solar battery of a satellite, ~enerally it

~
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is not used except for a recovery satellite.

enir ’.es , due to the ~ugenese of th e transverse size of a r;a~elli~ e,

‘e cowlin; of a carrier rccket has to be heauier. ~s a c ~-‘ :o - co , the

rocket becomes “big—headed ”. Such a “top hen”’”’ ap~ea.rar.ce is eas’r to r~’ke

the ca -r Ler rocket instable in ‘ll ’ht and to cause trouble ~n r~±nstallinc~.

Compared with rian_r~.ade s’tell~te , t ’e nechnolo v of rtanu”acturin n car”ier

• roc::et is much more comolicated , the  cost is hi .-h~ r , ‘n~ the tnn e used iri

ar m~~~ ct Lr -n~ is muca ~Or1~~?r . ‘ oreo”er . a car:-ier roc e~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ often transfo~~ed i~om a uH—~o-~~ound

m i-su e which has beer. r.ade read~ for

- . 
1-’unching. Cri the o -h e r hand , ho~:e’er , :~-~fare

—
• 

- - 
- t’e desi nin~ of a satellIte, t -e narr~.er

• ~~: ~ rocket ‘as ~~read~ been ~~~eted ~-r thout rni.ch

necessity to -‘ :e any cha —e . So the desi-~n

- - —
~~~ of a satellite is alw~ys in accordance with

the ready—made rocket . ‘Jhen the size o” a

satellIte is “ound contrad!c -~rv with that of

~ ~e 3 ~~~~~ - :.. a carrier rocket , It is _enerall~? to chan- -e

the size of the satellite to adar~ to that of

the carrier rocket.

~-Tn ’- So Indlacensable Is a Carrie:’ ~cc~ e

?eorle ma” li~:e ~o ask why cannot a rnn—m ’ie satelli-o, ii::e an ai r—

nl’na , carry its own ncwer inst’lia~ ior . ar~ nropellant and ir :iepe o•n~ ly ‘
~~~~~~

in~o the snace , nnd - .rhy it must -lererid on a carrier rocket? The a: s~er to

6
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u s  question is that , at the present tine, the m xi.m’r~ s ecific nulse

(the thrust produced by consuninr~ one ilor~raxa of ‘~ronellant cer second) of

‘rorellant is only a little more than 400 seconds. I~’ we wart a satellite to

acce era e to the fIrst smace velocIty, it must carr- - su”~’icIent nronellsnt

and large hox snow-h f -r  storing the oronellant. ~~~ in order to war ’ant

that the sateil~te can accurately enter the nrescribed orbit , it must ha”e

-trol and stablizatiori systems a’d nther eaiprient. Consequently, the weight

of t ’e  satellite is increased ~rea~l”, and corr~ s-~on -finml ’~ t’-e ‘Trotellarit

and its store—box have to be increased. Cnce the wi e -h t  of th e  satellite is

increased , the propellant must be increased. Thus it forms a “vicious circle”

of ~as nne .-r -~ner rises , the boat rises ~~th it” . As a consequence, the

propellant is m enty, but t’ e satellite still cannot -o up because a large

part of -he mrooel ant has been cons’~med on a000 er -i :n and th e st r —box .

Ewen if the satellite can go up, it carries so - 
-~~

:::t~:~~a

°

~~: o 2 t a

O
~o Z ~

S

~ainin~ -ur thin~r. The basic solution to such ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

a rrobiem is to inprove the snecific pulse of - , 

-

The propellant. It needs, at least, to be ~

~oub:ed. to reach ~O0 — 1000 sec’-,nds. ‘Tow , 
-

Ti~ure 4 Snherical
‘owever , there is difficult to re~lize this. pcl hedrori

in order to sol1e st~ch a con~-ra~iction , people haue discussed whether it is

oo~ sible to drop off one store—box o~’ oropeliant when it beco”’es empty so to

reduce the ei~ -ut . The multi—sta~ed rocket is a concre t e realization of

such idea, The rocket works sta~e by stage and it drop o r” the empty bo xes 
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sn’ e by sta-e . Finally it enters the prescribed orbit ~o’ether wi th the

s’:ell!te as it has become an enp~y shell o~’ the ~‘inal sta— e rocket. ~~en 
—

so, if we want to launch a man—made satellite 0” 100 kiio-r--~ms, we need a

u’ee—st’ ed rocket which can wel—ht sevena.l tens of Tons , a d more than

e!cthty per cent of the we~ -ht is ~ropellent.

So far we have only pointed out that the maximum size of a satellite is

determ ined by the carrier rocket. TInat are the factors w’ich determine the

amoearance of man—made satelli~es? ~1e shall in~es~ i-a te in the followi n~.

For ~~~~~~~~~~~ Solar Battery

A~ food is to htvaan body , so is the source o~’ electricity to a satelli-e.

\ t the rresect tine , the ener”~ of chemical ba~te~~ is much l im i ted ,  and i t s

li~~ -Lm e is too short ; the structure o ” fuel cell battery is all too much

____________ ,- complicated and its volume is too bi~ ; and the

-- 
. • atom~.c be tery is still unc~er experrnent, Co the

_________ ~::z:z:: E:
a

0E
~~~~EEP~ ~~

-‘ ~~~~~~~~~~

• 

: convert solar ener-~r into electric ener~ ’ and

it is both simple and reliable. So it is

especially suitable to a m an—made satellite which

Fi —ur e 5 The complex usually works for a very ion” period of m e.
wing plate

which carries a solar The solar battery is made of semiconductor
battery

single crystal thin plates. The thickness of t he

nlates is usually less than one r-.ilimeter , its len-—’h is about two centimeters

8
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and the width is one centimeter or two centimeters square. ifl a satellite,

there are always several thousands to tens of thousands of elates . Thus

the surface of the satellite can have an area sufficient to attract the

solar batteries. On the other hand, when the satellite is in movement, the

direction from which the sun shines upon the satellite varies continuously,

so every side of the satellite must be made able to attach solar battery.

Consequently it forms a network of solar batteries of “all—direction”. So

whatever direction the sun comes from , there is electricit~t ~enerated~ .It is

therefore better to have a satellite of spherical shape or that of ~ cIa1

s~r~maetry. 1)ie to the fact , hower, that the surface of a sphere is bent not

plane and it is not easy to attach the battery , most of the man—made

satellites are o” the shape of a spherical polyhedron or a cylinder (see

?I —uc ’es 4 and 3). In some cases , the surface of a satellite is not ~ood

enouth to attach a solar batter or the sur ”ace area is not lar—e enouth.

then some ntvable win-’ plates are installed to the body o~’ the satellite

exciusivel - ~‘or the purnose of attracting sloar batteries. They are called

solar battery winr- pl~ tes (see Figure 5) .

network of Solar Batteries of “ Ui—direction ”

Somehow, there can be one part of a network of solar batteries of “all—

direction ”, which will, - at a time, receive sun shine and generate electricity.

If the solar batteries are all over the surface of a satellite of spherical

shape , the sun shine , in fact , can only reach the batteries of half sphere

surface. Moreover , a large part of the batteries can recei~.re sun shine
obliauely, so the electric ener~ r eneri±ed from these batteries ecuals to

- - ~ - - • •~
.
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only half of that generated from the batteries upon which the sun can

shine vertically. This means that the efficiency of the “all—direction ”

solar batteries is only twenty five per cent

and three fourth of the batteries cannot - ,

operate fully. In order to remedy such

defect , the side o ” the satellite where ~~

batteries are attached is made facing the

sun all the ‘the dowever , t~-’is remedy

pro~’es contradictory with other requirements ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -

of the satellite, such as earth orientation. - .

So some other measure of utilizing solar

ba~tery wing plate to face the sun s~ n~l~.r Fi-’u.re 6
:~as been advanced. In wha~ever attitude the satellite can be , the solar

battcr~r wing plate w~iich carries batteries i5 always facin the sun . The

reauirements of the aatell~te for axial s~~m.etry and surf a ce area can be

thereby relaxed and there is no af ‘ect upon the earth orientation of the

satellite.

The Stabilization of Attitude Control

The simplest method of attitude control of a satellite is spin control.

A certain axi s of’ the satellite can have inertial - space oriontability when

it revolves. In order to prevent t~’e shake c~used by the venishin~ of t~’e

orient-abili y of the ~P~~ axis or by some interference to the spin axis f’rom

becomin- ’ more anr~ more ser~ -~us, the appearance of a siteUi~e must be axial

symmetr~c to the spin axis ar~-~ the mass distribution o~’ the s~ teI I it e  must

L~~- 
- - 

-
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also be axial. symmetrical. Then the revolving inertia of th e s~in —~xis of

the satellite must made ~reater than the revol -in -- inertai of any spin axis

which revolves throu-~h ~‘ravity. This is a very important point . Thus the

orientabilit:r of the satellite can be very stron~, very stable and able to

resist aga - mist any interference when it revolves. So the transverse size of

a spin— stabilized satellite is the c~reater ~he better. ThIs is the answer

to the question why the spin—stabilized weather satellite, communication

satellite -and scientific experiment satellite are 7lw~ys made in the shape

of cylinder, drum or oblate sphere of which the lenrth of diaiaet€-r is lonr,er

than the height.

~~~~~~~~~~~TI~~~IeI~I1der ”
(carrrin~ thin roles)

The rethod of Reducing Revolution
Without Consuming ~ ctra ~~er~y

To launch a medium or small type of man—made satellite often uses a

three— st a ’ed carrier rocket as engine and the final. sta~e of the carrier

rocket is a solid rocket, When the en—ice of the final sta~e solid rocket

is ~rorki n— , it depe ds on the spi:~ning around t ’:e loric!itudinal axis to keep
- -~e thrust Ji:-ection unchan-red. The spinning steed is usually very h i h

1].
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and it can revolve more than one hundred times per minute. Th e satellite in

front of the en-irie follows it to revolve. After entering the orbit and

bein ’ separated from the final stage rocket , the satellite contInues to

revolve with high speed and the normal operation of the instruments end

equipment in the satellite is thereby seriously affected , so the revolving

speed has to be reduced. However, if th e jet method is used to reduce the

times of revolution, it needs to consume a lot of oropellant and , in

addi t ion, there must also be a relatively complicated system of j e t  e n g i n e .

As everyone knows , when a fiTure skater on the ice wants to stop, he must

~‘irst stretch out his two arms which have folded in front of his breast , then

his speed begins to decrease. In the same manner, a satellite can use the

four wic ’ plates out—stretched around its body or use the two slender poles

Fi~ ire ~ Diagram of slender poles on
the antenna o~ the satellite

which stretch out s~~~etricaUy from inside along the ends of the diameter

to achieve the purpose of reducing the tine of revolution. The reason is

that the product (caraent of momentum) o” the revo1vin~’ inertia o” th e

satellite multiplied b the revol~-in~- speed is conservative. When one is

increased , the othe r is automatically decreased.

12
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When the satellite opens its wing plates or stretches out its slender

poleS , the revoL-ir~ inertia increases and the revo1vin~ speed decreases

i media tel~ . This set of wing plates is t ’~e solar bette~~r olates and they

aro fixed on the satellite, before opening, 11:e human arms rais~ng up and

hancic~’ down . Some of the slender poles used to reduce the revolution Pare

whip antenna and some are supoortin~ poles and on the~r tops , they are

ec’uipred with magnetometer or particle collector (see ?i~~re I )• The

su’-’nortinr- pales c-a n help the searching instruments to search in the apace

as far as ~ossib 1e from the satellite. When the satellite enters its orbit

end opens its win- plates and stretch out its slender poles, the alates and

the poles can, on the one hand, complete their rec~ired mer~’or -~ces, and , on

the othe r ha d, they can help to reduce the times of revolution. They both

car. achieve tow missions by a single move. The ooles used as antenna, in

~‘act, carry steel bands which have good elastlc~t:r and , be”o:’e stre~chic~
out, they ifle steel ruler tie ti7htly aro’~md an axis ins~de the satellite,

so their volume is ~er-’ small. When a band is released from the axis , it

depends on its own elasticity alon~’ the dfrec-tion of its width automatically

to roll into strong pipe (see ~‘i mire ~).

changing Air Resistance into a Help

Perha~s people think that air resistance is al~~7S detrimental. In fact ,

however , air resistance,like ever:rthin~ else, has its aspect of  use~~lness

and that of harmfulness. F’or satellite recoverin- , air ras 4 stance is an

indisrenable help a~d so are in he-at—preventing and deceleration.

13
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The s~ecif~c contradiction in the arocess of 1e ~;in’- a returning

s-’tellite re—enter the atmosphere is the impetuous heating of ~ir against

the satellite. “Different contradictions can be solved on1~r b~ methods of
d ifferent nature ”. In order to reduce the  aerodynamic heatinc- , a satellite

must have a headthat  is very blunt. When reentering , the blunt head is

‘~ reward to meet the airstreem. In front of the blunt head, an area of air

molecule concentration is formed. The boundar~r surface between this area

a:dd that where the air is t’-~in is the so—called “shock w-a”~e” . The shockwave ,

li~:e a la~rer of screen , can bloc’: the incoming air molecule to touch the

s-’tellite. Thus the kinetic ener~mr of the hi~h speed air molecule changes

into heat , which diffuses in the airstream between the shock wave and the

b lunt head. -So the heat the satellite receives reduces ,~rea~l’t . Consequently ,

the satellite can have a bo~ tom with a radius of ~reat curvature. ‘-Jh en the

satellite reenters , the bottom turns foreward to function as a blunt head.

The returning satellite cones down by a speed of ‘~OOO meters per second

and ,under the action of gravity, the speed is increa8~-~g. If the speed is

not reduced at a ~roper time, the result 411 he a dis~ster. ader such a

condition, it is a good opportunity to make use of air resistance. The blunt

bottom oes fore~~rd ,and it can both prevent the heat and reduce speed. As

a result , before t ’ie satellite reaches low space where the air is dense , it s

speed has reduced to subsonic end the lower speed further reduces the

aerod~rnnmic heatin-~. Of course, the speed—reduction that help! a satellite

return to the earth safei’r depends mainly upon t’~e unboos~ed rocket and
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parachutes.

Ev er since the solar batteries begin to use the orient ation wing plates ,

and the attitude control of satellite realizes triaxial stabilization, the

apoearance of satellites has broken the vari:us restrictions of &xial

symmetry and has had “reater freedom. The novel appearances of the inter— - -

stellar explorers,which can fly to the !toon , the Venus and the ~ars , have

been developed on such a basis.

Pictures drawn b~r

Zu Shaoxian
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